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INTRODUCTION 

 

This report will describe a Social Media and Online PR strategy for a Michael Buble concert 

in Dublin, followed by a report of User Experience evaluation of the Ticketmaster website.  

 

When considering the segmentation and targeting of the purchasers of Michael Buble 

concert tickets, along with potential social media channels to use, we researched different 

online resources (Ticketmaster. 2017; Net Natives. 2017; Esther. 2012). Three potential 

groups and associated personas were defined (see Appendix), segmented according to ages 

16- 24, 25 -34 and 45 years plus. The 35-44 segment was not considered for targeting as it 

was thought that many of this demographic have lifestyles incompatible with large concert 

attendance e.g. young children to look after etc.  The content marketing campaign outlined 

later will target groups through the various social media channels detailed below. The main 

KPI for the campaign are first and foremost is ticket sales, other KPIs would be improving 

subscribers to the Ticketmaster newsletter, getting more subscribers to Ticketmaster’s 

social media platforms and getting a better click-through rate from their social media 

platforms through to their website. Email details of subscribers can be utilised to enable 

remarketing and future campaigns. These KPIs would all help to consider campaign 

modification and to help determine the demand for a second show.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MEDIA MIX  

 

PAID  

The use of Facebook ads, Twitter ads, Display ads on YouTube, Affiliate sites, paid 

Influencers on YouTube and digital audio broadcast radio ads will be targeted at all three 

groups. These adverts will include videos and teasers from our content campaign and a 

Ticket Widget allowing direct connection to appropriate Ticketmaster purchase page will be 

displayed below.  Facebook Messenger would be used to connect fans easily to buying a 

ticket while still being kept on the Facebook site through their affiliate deal between 

Ticketmaster and Facebook.  

 

 

OWNED 

The Ticketmaster website will be optimised and relevant content updated regularly. Links 

will be provided to Ticketmaster social media channels thus directing traffic to the ongoing 

campaigns to help engagement. Existing Ticketmaster clients within the segments can 

targeted with CRM system emails incorporating the campaign hashtags, content links and 

calls to action (purchase).  

 

The Ticketmaster App will focus targeting on the 45 plus group with Push Notifications 

around the campaign launch and content postings (Gains, B. 2016).  

 

In accordance with the PR campaign scheduling, frequent posts on Twitter, Facebook and 

Instagram along with YouTube content posting will all help drive appropriate traffic to the 

site.  

 

 

EARNED 

For all segment groups the quest for brand awareness, buzz and engagement, content 

seeding, likes, shares, user generated (video and written) content and backlinks will involve 

interacting with unpaid influencers, commentators on social postings and super-fans (micro-



influencers). This will be encouraged by limited free ticket and VIP experience giveaways as 

prizes for best responses and shares numbers. Fans will be encouraged to post videos of 

themselves performing Buble covers and explaining why they like and want to meet him, 

with winners being chosen based on view traffic.   

 

 

ONLINE PR PLAN  

 

The Online PR campaign consists of Search Marketing Activities, Buzz Building Activities, 

Brand Engagement Activities and Brand Protection Activities, all described below. After the 

planning phase some preparatory activities are undertaken before the campaign 

commences. These include a press release (approximately one month in advance) 

announcing Buble’s forthcoming appearance on The Late Late Show and Irish radio slots, 

speculating about possible concert dates in Ireland and giving details of the impersonator 

competition.  The beginning of the Christmas shopping period (late November) would be 

the ideal time for the TV appearance as people begin to enthuse about Christmas and his 

music resonates with the festive season.  

 

SEARCH MARKETING ACTIVITIES 

Search Engine Optimisation will be aided by using keywords for website and content 

optimisation. The YouTube video descriptions will also contain the campaign hashtags in the 

metadata.  The campaign hashtags will be prominent within the video content and all social 

media posts.  

Hashtags: #MichaelBuble2018 #BubinDub2018 #BubleinCroke #Ireland #Dublin  

Link building by engaging with all social media influencers, intermediaries and music 

bloggers. The content creation – videos, hashtags, social med postings, email to subscribers 

of Ticketmaster YouTube channel – will be planned and created as far in advance as 

possible. The press releases can be transmitted as podcasts on online radio for the older 

group and for impersonators to discover.  



 

 

BUZZ BUILDING ACTIVITIES  

The propagating campaign will consist of a video series based around Michael Buble’s trip to 

Dublin and the impersonator competition. It is planned to release the first teaser video on 

YouTube around 2 months before tickets release. One of the main objectives is to get 

subscribers to the YouTube channel so they can be notified of when the next video is 

released.  

 

There will be a “Fear Of Missing Out” style campaign on twitter giving followers a code to 

allow access to priority ticket sales release for sharing the FOMO tweet. The tweet content 

will only last a short time before expiring. This is to encourage quick engagement and 

maintain some degree of mystery. 

 

Press & Social Media releases will start one month before The Late Late Show followed by a 

comprehensive press release 3 months later when tickets go on sale.  A further channel to 

submit relevant stories to are digital “newswires”. The press releases will also be sent to 

them.  

 

The Twitter FOMO and video campaigns are aimed at influencing media owners & bloggers, 

hoping it will engage and encourage them to re-share the content.  

 

 

BRAND ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 

The campaign must achieve maximum effective use of Social Media to drive brand 

engagement with the content marketing strategy. Paid adverts on the main platforms can 

be used for initial reach to generate immediate widespread awareness of the video 

campaign.   

Posting on Social Media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter will encourage people to 

like & share the content posts to have a chance of winning tickets, a Michael Bublé CD 

Bundle, or access backstage at the concert to meet him.  



Pinterest could be utilized to generate content ideas around Michael Bublé and link up with 

Pinterest pages of other music labels and singers. Pinterest would have the added benefit of 

connecting with Michael Bublé fans and linking newsletter sign-up pages or a click-through 

link to getting tickets with Pins of Michael, his album or shots of his concert.  

Using 'Fear of Missing Out' as part of the campaign should have tweet content planned, 

with limited timed Social Media Posts- eg on Snapchat or Facebook/Twitter posts that fans 

must share to have a chance of winning and getting backstage at the concert to meet him.   

 

BRAND PROTECTION ACTIVITIES 

Social media monitoring is very important to ensure that the message is being received 

positively. Furthermore, it is important to ensure that there is no ongoing negative message 

being spread by Trolls etc. The activities of the influential media owners and bloggers must 

be carefully watched for any sign of deviation form the core message. Intervention to 

manage any negative reactions must be swift and decisive particularly considering the tight 

campaign timeframe.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Content Marketing Strategy 

 

 

The primary goal of the Content Marketing Strategy is to publicise the concert in 2018 and 

achieve instant sell-out thus opening the possibility of a second show. The core message to 

be promoted is that Michael Buble will be playing in Dublin and a series of short videos and 

teasers will be released during the PR campaign. The Calls To Action will be subscribing to 

the channel and register with Ticketmaster for ticket purchase priority.  

The content will effectively generate brand awareness and engagement as people watch the 

videos to see what happened on Michael’s trip to Dublin for the promotion. Considering his 

previous experience playing characters and surprising people, Michael is up for joking 

around and having a good time, so this would still resonate well with his public image (BBC 

2016).  

This trip footage will be recorded 7-9 months before the concert when he comes to Ireland 

for an appearance on the Late Late Show. It will be edited and released to drive the PR Buzz 

campaign build-up to the release of concert tickets. 

 

The establishing visuals will be based around Michael arriving at the airport and his hotel in 

central Dublin. He will then undergo a makeup transformation to assume a character who 

will play the role of a mildly comedic Michael Buble impersonator. The impersonator will be 

filmed busking on Grafton Street and other prominent city centre locations, talking to the 

passing public about the concert, drawing attention to himself with crazy lyric adaptations 

referring to the gig in Croke Park and with some deliberate out of key singing. He will tell a 

select few spectators that he is a super-fan and going to see Buble on the Late Late show 

that night.  He will get their Facebook details and promise to ask Ryan Tubridy to get them 

tickets for them. Later the show will Facebook message them live on air and offer them 

tickets to the concert if they respond before the show ends.  He will then take part in a 

Buble impersonator competition with the winner getting to meet Buble on the Late Late 



Show. He will be defeated in the competition and then protest for dramatic effect, to be 

eventually revealed to the other competitors when they will all be delighted to meet their 

idol.  

 

The Content Scheduling Plan would involve releasing an initial teaser video approximately 5 

weeks before the ticket sale, then a video every 3-4 days, content outline as described 

below, culminating with a personal message video on the day before the ticket sale starts, 

slowly building a PR buzz as people discover and engage with the content.  

First video: arriving at the airport. In a taxi, driving by Irish landmarks, having Christmas 

Music playing in the taxi, this video doesn’t show his face. Walking around Irish streets as 

himself [again not showing his face] and whether people stop and look at him. If they don't 

have snippets of his face or body. Short reference to the Buble impersonators competition.  

Second video: Getting his makeup applied to become the impersonator and heading out 

onto the streets of Dublin. The voiceover can be partly narrated by himself describing why 

he likes Ireland. Michael has done this Before in London (BBC, 2016).  

Third video: Setting up a portable sound system on a street and singing to backing tracks. 

Busking on another street and watching the reactions of people [whether they spot him or 

not]. Talking to selected spectators after finishing busking. Further short reference to the 

Buble impersonator competition.  

Fourth video: Entering the impersonator competition and finally taking off disguise and 

revealing to the impersonator superfans.  

Fifth video: Michael talking directly to the camera. Explaining that he's coming to Ireland to 

play in Croke Park, June 2018. Clips of his gigs, videos, albums etc. and Croke Park.  

 

 

 



The Posting Schedule for social media updates and notifications of the video releases is 

based on the demographics of the personas. Consideration is given to the advice from the 

blog post on MarketGrowth.com (Keshari, P. 2017). The most appropriate times for the 

social media postings are summarised as follows:  

• Facebook: Wednesday at 3pm and early in the weekday  

• Twitter: The best days to tweet are midweek and weekends, specifically 

Wednesday. Maximum retweets post between 12pm – 5pm. The best times to post 

are between 9 am — 10 am, 11 am, 2 pm, and 5 pm.  

• Instagram: Post between 1–2 pm, 5 pm, and 2 am on weekends for the highest 

engagement.  

• Try to stay away from posting on weekdays because you want to catch people during 

their leisure time.  

• If you do post on a weekday, Monday between 8 am-9 am, and Wednesday at 7 pm 

are the best times to post.  

• The worst times to post are weekdays from 3 pm-4 pm.  

 

  



UX Importance  

 

The information architecture and structure of websites should always align with the 

business objectives and strategy, while the user experience should answer questions and 

solve problems for the user. There is a definite competitive advantage in having an efficient 

UX and the costs of informational access problems can be significant to a business 

(Rosenfeld, L. 2015). “.. if a consumer cannot take action in your favour, within their channel 

of relevance, with ease and elegance, value or ROI will forever escape your grasp”. (Solis, B. 

2017). 

 

Users have learned behaviours and expectations prior to engaging with a new site and if the 

UX is not harmonious with these a negative reaction to the engagement will result. Small 

differences in the UX within a standard structure can serve to differentiate a website very 

positively from its competitors. If the UX does not help users achieve their goals quickly and 

easily, they will abandon the site readily and thus business is lost.   

 

A fundamental benefit of modern websites is the data analytics available from tracking 

users and a failure of UX will seriously hinder this task and loose valuable potential 

customer insights.  Different users and user preferences, types of site content and 

organisational context can all vary over time and this requires adaptability in the UX of a site 

(Rosenfeld, L. 2015).   

 

The Usability Professionals Association have defined 6 key benefits of adding UX to design 

and development processes namely: increased productivity, increased sales, decreased 

training and support costs, reduced development time and costs, reduced maintenance 

costs and increased customer satisfaction (Cousins, C. 2017). These all apply to Ticketmaster 

and from the viewpoint of corporate social responsibility “Making a better user experience 

is about making the world a better place” (Brink et al 2002).  

 

UX is a reflection on usability, which is itself concerned with the ability of users to perform 

the required tasks on a site within the parameters of function, efficiency, ease of learning, 

ease of remembering, error tolerance and subjective pleasance (Brink et al 2002). The UX 



importance is paramount in driving customer engagement and therefore helping to meet 

business goals.   

 

 

Methods and Techniques for Evaluation  

 

The technique of ‘Discount Usability” (Nielson, J. 2009) was chosen for this project due to 

the limited time and resources available and the simplicity of the technique. The limited 

number of users required (5 people) to obtain a relevant usable evaluation and the early 

focus on usability are further benefits of this approach. The focus of Discount Usability 

involves qualitative analysis which is a more suitable approach to usability evaluation than 

quantitative studies.  

 

The principles of ‘Heuristic Evaluation’ (not full Heuristic Evaluation) were utilised to provide 

established usability guidelines for consideration of the Users’ experiences in the evaluation 

process. (Nielson, J. 1995) 

“The ISO/IEC 9241 standard defines the usability as the extent to which a product can be 

used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and 

satisfaction in a specified context of use” (Rusu et al. 2011 p 59) 

The use of appropriate heuristics is very important to allow discovery of major and minor 

problems but there is still a risk of missing domain specific problems.  

Nielsons 10 heuristic principles start with the concept of matching system status visibility 

with a natural, logical real world conventions. User Control and freedom must be supported 

by undo and redo functions along with consistency and standards between similar products 

or platforms. The need for error prevention and action confirmation is advised along with a 

push for recognition of options available rather than the user having to remember them. 

Help and instructions should be easily accessible. Flexibility and ease of use is important 

along with the ability to accelerate functions and progressions. Visibility is improved by 



minimalistic but aesthetic design. User should be able to easily access info, help and 

solutions for errors and how to recover from them.  

 

Evaluation analysis 

 

The evaluations required the Users to complete two tasks while the Evaluators maintained 

close observation. The Primary Task was described as “get on the site and book 4 tickets for 

main arena pitch seating” while the Secondary task was “buy the "Crazy Love" Michael 

Buble CD album on the site”.  

 

Individual users were initially presented with the Ticketmaster website and asked to 

comment on the interface design, which was generally considered crowded and slightly 

dated.  With consideration of Nielsen’s heuristics principles (Nielson, J. 1995), the 

experiment showed that individual evaluators found some obvious usability problems 

during the first task and many on the second task.  

 

The first task revealed information architecture problems, where information is organised in 

ways that don’t match expectations. Furthermore, the presentation of the page, including 

the visual of the design aspects were considered to “be too jammed” as “the print is small 

and condensed in one page”. 

 

In the second task participants struggle to find the appropriate links, function or 

information. This indicates two main usability problems: 

 

• A visual design problem, with the word “shop” hiding in bottom page. 

• Poor labelling  

 

Participants might have reached the right page and found the information to continue the 

task but they struggled again towards the task ending due to lack of understanding the 

status, too much information at once and controls being contrary to design expectations.  



This may indicate: 

 

• A problem in how the information is presented or worded. 

• Visual design that hides the indication the participant needs. 

 

The fundamental essence of good UX is that participants’ goals must be met. In our opinion, 

the second task discovers a goal mismatch, as the interface is designed to meet business 

goals rather user goals. In this case, the usability problems caused poor task success rates 

due to the following: 

 

• Weak feedback on the result of user actions. 

• Poor help system 

 

 

A transcript of one evaluation is included in the Appendix.  

To conclude, with consideration of the ten basic usability principles from Nielsen, we believe 

that Ticketmaster’s interface usability problems are concerned with: 

   

• Visibility of System Status. 

• User Control and Freedom. 

• Aesthetic and Minimalist Design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



UX Conclusions and Feedback 

 

There are clear design problems with the site concerning visualisation, aesthetics and user 

control. The business goals must be considered and aligned with new design formulated 

improved user experience and usability. It is recommended to take a bottom-up approach 

to the process by surveying user needs first and then iterating the design based on user 

input with user testing from an early prototyping stage. Consideration of usability heuristic 

principles should apply during design and testing (Nielson, J. 1995).  

 

The value of a positive UX should never be underestimated when it comes to customer 

satisfaction and the ROI can be monitored closely by user actions and event tracking with 

Google Analytics or similar. The conversion goals and events to be tracked must be planned 

before the prototyping phase and refined as required. The users’ feelings must be 

considered during design and any negative aspects or frustration eliminated. It is important 

to know “what emotion each content component is intended to provoke,” in order to 

determine effectiveness (Sandhu, B. 2017).  

 

Current and predicted future usability requirements should be carefully considered and 

attention paid to the need for responsiveness of a site to different device types, especially 

mobile platforms.  
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APPENDIX 

 

Ticketmaster’s Persona : 

 

 

 

 

 

Sylvia Murray

• Legal Advisor in a Regulated Environment for an Irish Firm.

• MSc in International Law & Business at Trinity, worked at the same 

company for the past 5 years.

• Single

• Female

• Age: 25 - 34

• Income: €  80 000 per Annum

• Sandymount

• Confident, Calm and Positive.

• Her Smartphone is a very important asset.

• Engaged in Social Media Networks: LinkedIn, Facebook, Pinterest, 

Email messages.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sylvia Murray

• Get’s good seats costing more money at her favorite singers concert

• Share’s a live experience with friends.

• Doesn’t want to queue in a line to buy ticket.

• Afraid not to be able to get online tickets on time for herself and her 

friends.

• Make it easy to manage premium fans data in email list.

• Integrated registration form before ticket purchase. 

Sylvia Murray

• I’m worried I won’t get the seat’s that I want.

• I don’t want to waste time.

• Want to live a life full of memories.

• I don’t have time to rush to my computer trying to get the best seats.

• Need to be warned a few hours before the tickets are released. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sylvia Murray

• Integrated customer relationship management solution.

• We have a business software tool that builds stronger customer 

relationship and saves time allowing to keep our email contacts in 

one centralized database personalizing communication with fan and 

ensuring the right message along with integrated CTA to purchase 

tickets at the right time.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pat Kelly

• Web Graphic Designer.

• Worked in two different companies, actually working for a Swiss 

company based in Dublin.

• BA Degree Graphic Design 

• Married no Children

• Male.

• Age: 16 – 24

• Ranelagh

• Confident, Sense of Humor, focus.

• Instant messaging and videos communication channel: e.g I-

message, Facebook messenger, WhatsApp, Instagram, Youtube.

Pat Kelly

• Likes to go to the concert on front row seat’s not too far from Bar to 

meet new people

• Need to build deeper connection with my favorite artists .

• Not much patience in booking tickets online.

• Once learning about nearby artist concert, struggling to jump from 

one App to another to purchase tickets.

• Provide’s a more seamless purchase experience.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pat Kelly

• The sales of the monopoly tickets in the Irish entertainment market.

• I’m worried, I won’t be ensured to book the desired seat at the right 

time.  

• Had a painful experience in booking tickets on smartphone.

• I don’t want to go to live concert if I’m seated too far away from the 

artists.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pat Kelly

• Provide a joint integration with social networks Facebook and 

YouTube allowing users to purchase tickets

• We give you the ability to learn about upcoming concert listings and 

buy concert tickets directly within Facebook and YouTube social 

network. A ”ticket” widget displayed below the video gives you 

information on concert, location, date and cost. Just click the “ticket” 

button as you’re listening the video which would link you to the 

purchase page.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sean O’sullivan

• Insurance Broker Business Owner

• Bachelor’s Degree in Finance.

• Married with 3 children (12,15,19) 

• Male

• Age: + 45

• Income: € 54000 per Annum 

• Wicklow

• Calm, Confident, maintains a sense of humor.

• Smartphone, Want the best of technology and innovation, Fan of  

Apps, twitter, LinkedIn,

• Like to be informed of the latest news.

Sean O’sullivan

• Live Crooning Swing-Pop Sensation.

• Sharing live Entertainment with Family.

• Being informed of preferred concert events before everyone else.

• Challenging to get seats for the all family together 

• Sending message personalization & optimization.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sean O’sullivan

• I’m worrying not to get the information at the right time.

• Not prepared to go to any event if family seats are split out.

• It’s being difficult getting Concert Tickets for the all family seating 

together.

• I don’t have time to search or listen to event information.

• I’ve to deal so many time with booked up concert event.



 

 

 

Ticketmaster’s User X Evaluation: 

 

Before we look at the site, I’d like to ask you just a few quick questions. 

 

How many hours a week altogether would you say you spend using the internet, including 

web browsing and email? 

 

➢ « About 30 hours» 

 

What kinds of sites are you looking at when you browse the web? 

 

➢ « YouTube, videos, movies, UCD website or Sport sites ». 

 

Ok, first I’m going to ask you to look at this page and tell me what you make of it, what 

strikes you about it, whose site you think it is, what you can do here what it’s for. Just look 

around, you can scroll if you want to, but don’t click on anything yet. You can do a little 

narrative. 

 

Sean O’sullivan

• Optimizing Push Notifications Strategy on App-Store.

• Ticketmaster app use “push notification"  an efficient way to reach 

users and provide them with actionable value to buy tickets for live 

entertainment. It gives you advantage of exclusive app-only presales 

to get ticket before everyone else, pick your exact seat location, 

never deal with ticket delivery…



➢ « Well, it says Ticketmaster on top of the page — Looks like it’s very jammed— 

condense in one thing. There is advertisement on the right related to people or 

event, that people can be interested in. There is an App store and Google play, very 

easy to use on smartphone. In the centre, it seems like a calendar of upcoming event 

listed by date here. On the left, it looks like a music category section where there is 

section of popular shows, name of artists then below you can select different areas 

of music, Country/Folks, Jazz/Blues, R&B etc.… that I can go into for specific ticket. 

So, what I think the site is about, I think this is meant for purchasing ticket so you can 

browse different event and as you ‘ve found the one you want to attend and you can 

buy ticket on this site. Well, it’s a ticket marketplace, I suppose. I kind of like this site, 

there is lot of information on the home page, it’s not dole, organize and bright ». 

 

Thanks. Now I’m going to ask you to try doing two specific tasks. I’m going to read each one 

out loud. I’m also going to ask you to do these tasks without using search. So, we’ll learn 

about how well the site works that way. And again, it will help me if you can try to think out 

loud as you go along. 

 

The first Task: 

 

 I like you to book four Michael Buble Tickets on July 7th, 2018 at Croke Park, Dublin. 

 for main arena pitch seating section, for the price of € 109 each ticket and they would need 

to be mail to your address. I would like you to tell me the subtotal and if there is any service 

charge. 

  

➢ Click – paths (navigation sequences). 

Home > Music > Michael Bubble > view tickets > full ticket > Buy Ticket > Delivery 

method > Sign-in to my account. 

 

• Selected on the left side “Popular show” from the category section. 

• Clicked on Michael Buble. Linked to new page 

• Clicked on “Quantity” title, ticked number 4, went to next title “ticket type”, 

ticked “full price ticket”, next title “price & section”, selected and ticked €109 



and pitch seating. Finally, clicked “find ticket”. (linked to a robot banner at 

centre page). 

• Ticked “I’m not a robot”, clicked continue tab. (linked to new page). 

• Clicked on the map seat in the pitch seat area. 

• « Oh, I thought it would show the seat » realized that on the left of the page 

a searching… sit tight is on…. has to wait few seconds. 

• A banner appeared with all the details of section block, row and seat number 

along with the full price ticket with service charge. 

• « So, the four tickets cost €438 plus the service charge at €27.40, that makes 

a subtotal of €465.40, now I’m clicking “buy”, right ». 

• Clicked on “buy” tag, opened to new page “delivery method”. 

• Selected “mail to home address without charged”. Clicked “continue” tag. 

(linked to “sign-in to my account” page)  

• end of task. 

• « it was easy enough, even if the print in small can frustrate you, it would 

need to be clearer but easy enough to understand and well laid out ». 

 

Thanks, Now I’m going to read the second task out loud. 

 

Second task: 

 

I like you to buy the “Crazy Love” Michael Buble CD album from the same site. 

 

➢ Click – paths (navigation sequences). 

 

Home > Shop > Ticketmaster partner > HMV > CD > (looking for Michael Bublé 

album)   

 

• Scrolled around the home page, up and down can’t find the “shop” link, get 

frustrated. Clicked on logo platinum, then went back to home page. Scrolled 

again and said. 



• « Oh, I can’t find it, you can’t buy album anyway, let me try again » and then 

said, « but to be honest with you,  I would go to another site to get your 

album ». 

• After struggling for a while, found the “shop” link at bottom page, clicked on 

“shop” tag (linked to Ticketmaster partner). 

• Scrolled down the page, selected and clicked on shop music (linked to HMV 

website). 

• Selected music title, scrolled on subtitle list, selected and clicked on CD 

(opened new page). 

•  Scrolled down the page, look around and went back up, selected the 

different music section, genre, format and artist listed, result wouldn’t come 

up as desired, confusing, too much information at once, tried again, and 

again… the function didn’t give what he needed. 

•  After a few minutes focusing on task, shacked head « Sorry, but I can’t find 

it, it’ll be easier for me if I could go on search site, I think we should end 

there, I don’t understand what is wrong, they mustn’t sale this album ». Feels 

really frustrated. 

• End of task. 

 

Could you give your impression? 

 

➢ « I felt all over the place to find the link. The print is too small and the colour of 

words are not very visible. Then, when I found the page, it was easier until I 

struggled again on the music section, I couldn’t understand how it works. I found the 

first task much easier than the second task, it was more obvious what to do and 

faster to get what I wanted. 

 

Analysis: 

 

Following Nielsen’s heuristics evaluation, the individual evaluator has been presented with 

the Ticketmaster’s interface design and asked to comment on it. The experiment showed 



that the individual evaluator has found some obvious usability problem during the first task 

but particularly on the second task. At the first task, the participant clicked on the seat map, 

expecting to see the seats. It clearly indicates 

• an information architecture problem, with the information organised in ways that 

don’t match expectations. 

•  the presentation of the page, including the visual of the design aspects where found 

“be too jammed” as “the print in small is condensed in one page”. 

 

 In the second task, the participant at first hasn’t been able to find the links, function or 

information, he scrolled up and down the home page. This indicate two factors: 

 

• A visual design problem, with the word “shop” hiding in bottom page. 

• Poor label on control 

 

The participant might have reached the right page and he might have found the information 

to pursue his task but struggled again towards the end task because he did not understand 

what it is saying, too much information at once, lost act on controls in a way contrary to 

design expectations. This may indicate. 

 

• A problem in how the information is presented or worded. 

• Visual design that hides the indication the participant needs. 

 

We must understand that it’s the participant’s goal that must be met. In this case the 

usability problem has shown up a poor task success due to the following: 

 

• Weak feedback on the result of user actions. 

• Poor help system 

 

In our opinion, the second task is a goal mismatch as the interface is designed to meet 

business goals rather user goals. 

 



As a result, we can consider that Ticketmaster’s interface usability problem for the two tasks 

following the ten basic usability principles from Nielsen’s are as follow: 

   

• Visibility of System Status. 

• User Control and Freedom. 

• Aesthetic and Minimalist Design. 
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